Humility
- Compassion for Widow
- Waited Tables
- Not for My Glory
- All, who are Compassionate
- Not Authority, but Servitude

The Great Debate
- Rabbi Eliezer Proves His Point
- Rabbi Yehoshua Wins the Debate
- Rabbi Eliezer is Banned

The Tragedy
- Rabbi Eliezer is Informed
- World and Rabbis Grieve
- Caught in A Storm
- Prayer of the Oppressed

Rabban Gamliel's Commitment
- Despite Natural Humility
- Even his Brother In Law
- Sacrificed his Life

Relations with Rome
- Traveled to Syria
- Saved by Roman Nobility
- Inspired Senator to give his Life

Debates
1. Your Lord is a Thief
2. Can the Dead be Resurrected?
3. Torah Proof for Resurrection
4. Counting Stars
5. What is G-d Doing
6. How many G-ds are there
7. He Cut Away From You
8. Who Created Heaven and Earth?
9. Daughter's Inheritance
Personal Anecdotes

1. Thousand Dollar Lulav
2. Shema on Wedding Night
3. Bath after Funeral
4. Accepted Condolences for Tevi
5. Performed Levirate Marriage
6. Conducted Home According to Shamai
7. Nearly Freed Slave
8. Conducted Seder Till Dawn
9. Was Buried in Linen Shrouds

Halachic Contribution

• Authored Essence of Haggadah
• Arranged the Amidah
• Inspired Nineteenth Blessing
• Instituted Required Prayer Times
• Did not Legislate Evening Service

Crown Achievement

• United Schools of Hilel and Shamai

Extent of Conflict

• Sacrifice on Chag
• Levirate Marriage
• Reclining During Shema
• Minimum Sukkah

Sages of Yavneh II

Rabbi Eliezer Ben Hurkenus

Love for Torah

• Escape to Yeshiva
• Learning Hungry
• The Great Sermon
• Reconciliation